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Abstract—5G is expected to enable simultaneous vehicle local-
ization and environment mapping (SLAM). Furthermore, vehicu-
lar networks will be covered with 5G small cells, wherein the map
information is collected at each base station (BS) and then fused
so as to promote the overall performance of SLAM. In 5G multi-
cell SLAM, there are challenges such as the unknown number of
targets, uncertainty regarding the association between the targets
and the measurements, unknown types of targets, as well as map
management among BSs. To address those challenges, we propose
a new method for 5G multi-cell SLAM which comprises a joint
cubature Kalman filter and multi-model probability hypothesis
density, and a map fusion routine. Simulation results demonstrate
that the proposed method solves the aforementioned challenges
and also improves vehicle state and map estimates.

Index Terms—5G multi-cell SLAM, joint CKF, map fusion,
message passing, PHD

I. INTRODUCTION

The ability to collect time and angular measurements,
in combination with high resolvability of multipath enables
precise positioning in 5G mmWave cellular networks [1]. In
5G simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [2]–[5],
the main purpose is to estimate the user/vehicle state (location,
heading, and clock bias) and build maps of the propagation
environment, in which the main objects that reflect or scatter
the 5G signal are referred to as targets. 5G SLAM has several
challenges [6]: i) target misdetections due to the imperfect
detection at the receiver; ii) false alarms generated by channel
estimation error or passing targets; and iii) association am-
biguities on target-originated measurements and target type-
originated measurements.

There have been several contributions dealing with these
challenges of 5G SLAM [2]–[8], based on a number of
methodologies: geometry, message passing (MP) [9], [10],
or random finite set (RFS) theory [11], [12]. The geometric
relations of the reflected signal are used in [7], [8], but
the unknown number of targets and data association (DA)
uncertainty are not considered. MP-based 5G SLAM were
proposed in [2]–[5]. In [3], [4], it is assumed that there
is perfect clock synchronization between the user and base
station (BS). In [2]–[4] only large objects are considered, not
small scattering points (SPs). Lack of synchronization and
different target types was considered in [5], but the uncertainty
of DA was evaluated outside the MP process.

An alternate approach to 5G SLAM is to apply the RFS
formalism, as in [6]. In general, RFS-based SLAM [11], [13],

[14] is an approach for probabilistic modelling the target and
measurement sets under unknown DA, and avoiding a priori
determination of the number of targets. It can be combined
with multiple target models, as shown in [15], [16]. While
different RFS-SLAM approaches are possible, the probability
hypothesis density (PHD) filter [17] is computationally very
efficient, thanks to the fact that it, via approximation, avoids an
explicit enumeration of data association hypotheses. Neverthe-
less, for non-linear problems such as the 5G PHD-SLAM filter,
even when implemented with a computationally efficient Rao-
Blackwellized particle filter (RBPF), has a complexity that
scales exponentially in the vehicle dimension.

In multi-cell scenarios, there are additional challenges,
including map management, fusion between different vehicles
and between different BSs. Map fusion has been extensively
studied [18]–[22]. The generalized covariance intersection
(GCI) method [18]–[20], which computes the intersection of
information, and is a suitable method for scenarios with a high
clutter rate. On the other hand, the arithmetic average (AA)
method [21], [22] takes the union of the local information, and
is robust to a high missed detection rate.

In this paper, we propose a new method for 5G multi-cell
SLAM by combining MP and RFS formalisms, in order to
benefit from the low computational complexity of the former
and the flexibility of the latter. In order to cope with different
fields-of-view (FoV), we adopt the AA fusion rule. The map
fusion routine is to unify local environments. We apply a PHD
map representation as in [6], while messages generated by MP
in the local filter are computed using a joint cubature Kalman
filter (CKF) approach [23].

II. MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Vehicle and Environment Model

We consider a 5G multi-cell scenario, with a BS in the
center of each small cell. The BSs are linked to a control center
(CC) via backhaul, and the vehicles and BSs are equipped with
array antennas. Let us denote1 the state of vehicle n at time
k by s

(n)
k = [v

(n)
k , α

(n)
k , ξ

(n)
k , ζ

(n)
k B

(n)
k ]>, which consists of

the vehicle location v
(n)
k = [x

(n)
v,k , y

(n)
v,k , z

(n)
v,k ]>, heading α

(n)
k ,

translation speed ξ
(n)
k , turn-rate ζ

(n)
k , and clock bias B

(n)
k .

We consider the vehicle movement, which follows the known

1We will use the following indexing: vehicle n, BS a, target type m,
cubature point c, e, g, Gaussian mixture component j, and time step k.



dynamic model with vehicle transition density f(s
(n)
k |s

(n)
k−1)

of the form:

s
(n)
k = v(s

(n)
k−1) + qk, (1)

where v(·) is a vehicle transition function (see [24, Chapter
5]), and qk denotes zero-mean Gaussian process noise with
known covariance Qk ∈ S+

7 , where S+
d denotes a d×d positive

semi-definite matrix.
The cell size is rSC, while the maximum transmission range

is denoted by rmax > rSC. The transmitted signal from the
BS is reflected by surfaces such as walls which characterize
virtual anchors (VAs) and scattering points (SPs) such as
small objects; the VAs and SPs are defined as targets [5],
[6]. We denote by xk = [xk, yk, zk]> the location of a
target, and by m ∈ {BS,VA,SP} the target type; multiple
targets are modelled by the RFS Xk with the set density
f(Xk) [12], [17]. The BS locations are known, and all target
locations are fixed. Thus, the target movement and appearance
of new targets are modeled by the RFS-target transition density
f(Xk|Xk−1, s

(n)
k ) [11].

B. Observation Model

When vehicle n receives signals from BS a the following
channel parameters for signal path l are observed by the
channel estimation process at the receiver [25]: time-of-arrival
(TOA) τ (a,n)

k,l , azimuth and elevation for direction-of-arrival
(DOA) θ

(a,n)
k,l and direction-of-departure (DOD) φ

(a,n)
k,l . We

denote the measurement RFS at time k by Zk; it has elements

z
(a,n)
k,l = h(s

(n)
k ,xk,m) + rk, (2)

where h(s
(n)
k ,xk,m) = [τ

(a,n)
k,l ,θ

(a,n)>
k,l ,φ

(a,n)>
k,l ]> is the

known measurement function,2 and rk denotes zero-mean
Gaussian measurement noise with known covariance Rk ∈
S+

5 . Furthermore, we consider missed detections and false
alarms.3 A vehicle can receive signals from more than 1 BS
and these signals are assumed to be orthogonal.

C. Problem Formulation

Given the vehicle prior f(s
(n)
0 ), the purpose of the proposed

method is to estimate the vehicle state and to map the
propagation environment.

III. SLAM WITH RFS AND MP

In this section, we will address posterior density given the
measurements for local SLAM in each small cell through
representing the marginalized density as the message and
belief by the MP rules [9], [10]. Thus, we drop the vehicle
index n.

2For target type m ∈ {BS,VA, SP}, each element is calculated by
geometric relations, details of which are described in [2], [5], [6].

3Target detection probability is denoted pD,k(s
(n)
k ,xk,m) ∈ [0, 1]. False

alarms are caused by channel estimation errors, and false measurements
z
(a,n)
k,l are modelled by the clutter intensity c(z).

Fig. 1. Factor graph for local SLAM at time k from the factorization of
f(s0:k,X0:k|Z1:k).

A. Factorization

The joint posterior density f(s0:K ,X0:K |Z1:K) is factorized
as

f(s0:K ,X0:K |Z1:K) ∝ (3)

f(s0)f(X0)

K∏
k=1

f(sk|sk−1)f(Xk|Xk−1, sk)f(Zk|sk,Xk),

where f(Zk|sk,Xk) is the set likelihood function. Fig 1. shows
the factor graph for the factorized joint posterior density for
1 time step. By the MP rule, f(Zk|sk,Xk) is integrated with
f(Xk|Xk−1, sk), and the result is denoted Ψ(sk,Xk).

B. Prediction

The belief bk−1(sk−1) of the variable sk−1 is sent to the
factor f(sk|sk−1). Then, a vehicle message is computed as

bk|k−1(sk) ∝
∫
bk−1(sk−1)f(sk|sk−1)dsk−1, (4)

and the predicted vehicle message bk|k−1(sk) is sent to
the variable sk. Similarly to vehicle prediction, the belief
bk−1(Xk−1) of the variable Xk−1 is sent to the factor
Ψ(sk,Xk). For detecting targets with the FoV in map pre-
diction, an auxiliary message is calculated as

vk(Xk|sk) ∝
∫
bk−1(Xk−1)f(Xk|Xk−1, sk)δXk−1. (5)

C. Correction

By product of the message bk|k−1(sk) of (4) and a message
from the factor Ψ(sk,Xk), a belief of the variable sk is updated
as

bk(sk) ∝ bk|k−1(sk)

∫
vk(Xk|sk)f(Zk|sk,Xk)δXk. (6)

An updated belief of the variable Xk is equal to a message
from the factor Ψ(sk,Xk) to variable Xk, which is calculated
as

bk(Xk) ∝
∫
bk|k−1(sk)vk(Xk|sk)f(Zk|sk,Xk)dsk. (7)

In general, both prediction and correction lack analytical
solution, due to the set integrals and the vector integrals.



IV. LOCAL SLAM WITH CKF-PHD
A. Principle

To avoid the intractable integrals, we make a number of
approximations: integrals over random vectors are approxi-
mated using the CKF [23]; RFS densities are approximated
by their PHD [12], [17], which is represented by a Gaussian
mixture (GM). Standard pruning and merging, e.g., [26, Table
II], is assumed to be applied to limit the number of mixture
components. In particular, we will denote by Dk(x,m) a
PHD for target type m at time k. The messages for Xk

are approximated by Dk(x,m) for m = {BS,VA,SP}. We
initialize D0(x,BS) =

∑A
a=1 δ(x− x

(a)
BS ), and D0(x,m) = 0

for m = {VA,SP}. The messages for sk are approximated by
the Gaussian density, and we initialize b0(s0) = N (s; ŝ0, Û0).
We now describe the local (per vehicle) SLAM prediction and
correction step. For notation convenience, we drop the vehicle
index n.

B. Prediction
1) Vehicle (4): We decompose Û = CC> when

bk−1(sk−1) = N (s; ŝk−1, Ûk−1) is given. Then, we generate
cubature points (CPs)4

sck−1 = Cεcsk + ŝk−1, c = 1, ..., 2d(sk), (8)

and weights wc
k−1 = 1/(2d(sk)). The CPs are propagated as

sck = v(sck−1) for all c, and the predicted mean and covariance
are calculated as

s̄k =

2d(sk)∑
c=1

wc
k−1s

c
k, Ūk =

2d(sk)∑
c=1

wc
k−1s

c
ks

c>
k − s̄ks̄

>
k + Qk.

Finally, bk|k−1(sk) is represented as a Gaussian density:
bk|k−1(sk) = N (s; s̄k, Ūk).

2) Map (5): Similar to (8), we generate {s̄ck, w̄c
k}

2d(sk)
c=1 from

bk|k−1(sk) = N (s; s̄k, Ūk). Then, the message vk(Xk|sk) is
also approximated by the PHD

Dk|k−1(x,m|s̄ck) = Dk−1(x,m) +Db
k(x,m|s̄ck), (9)

for m = {VA,SP} and each c, where Db
k(x,m|s̄ck) is a birth5

intensity, which is also a PHD in the form of a GM. Hence,
we can represent Dk|k−1(x,m|s̄ck) as

Dk|k−1(x,m|s̄ck) =

J̄c
k(m)∑
j=1

γ̄c,jk (m)N (x; x̄c,j
k (m), P̄c,j

k (m)).

C. Correction

1) Vehicle (6): We first compute the weighted sum of the
predicted map PHDs for each s̄ck (for m = {VA(a),SP}):

Dk|k−1(x,m) =

2d(sk)∑
c=1

w̄c
kDk|k−1(x,m|s̄ck), (10)

4We define d(?) as the number of unknown variables of ?, and εc? is the c-
th column vector of the matrix

√
d(?)[Id(?),−Id(?)] ∈ Rd(?)×2d(?), where

Id(?) ∈ Rd(?)×d(?) is the identity matrix.
5For birth generation, the Gaussian density is calculated for all zk,l ∈ Zk ,

and the visible birth is selected. For birth weight, we adopt an adaptive birth
density [27]. Details on both are found in [6, Sec. III].

which in this work is represented as a GM:

Dk|k−1(x,m) =

J̄k(m)∑
j=1

γ̄jk(m)N (x; x̄j
k(m), P̄j

k(m)). (11)

Note that, since the base station is known, Dk|k−1(x,BS) =
Dk−1(x,BS). Instead of using a particle filter implementation
of the vehicle correction, we apply a low-complexity CKF
[23], whereby the joint posterior of the vehicle and detected
targets are estimated, and targets are marginalized out. This
requires knowledge of the data association, which is described
in Sec. IV-D. Assuming the data association returns JM

k

targets that were associated to measurements, we introduce
the random vector gk = [s>k , ..., (x

JM
k

k )>]>, which has an a
priori Gaussian distribution with mean ḡk = [s̄>k , ..., (x̄

JM
k

k )>]>

and covariance matrix Ḡk = blkdiag(Ūk, ..., P̄
JM
k

k ). Given
the measurements z̃k = [z>k,l(1), ..., z

>
k,l(JM

k )
]>, where l(j) is

the measurement index l corresponding to the matched target
j, the posterior of gk given z̃k can be obtained from the
CKF. Similar to (8), we generate cubature points: {gg

k}
2(ḡk)
g=1 ,

where gg
k = [(sgk)>, ..., (g

g,JM
k

k )>]>. We denote m(j) the
type of matched target j. We compute the Kalman gain
Kk = Pgz,kP

−1
zz,k, where the cross-covariance matrix Pgz,k

and the predicted covariance matrix Pzz,k are respectively
calculated as

Pgz,k =
1

2d(ḡk)

2d(ḡk)∑
g=1

gg
k(z̄gk)> − ḡM,kz̄

>
M,k, (12)

Pzz,k =
1

2d(ḡk)

2d(ḡk)∑
g=1

z̄gk(z̄gk)> − z̄M,kz̄
>
M,k + Rk, (13)

where z̄gk = [h(sgk,g
g,1
k ,m(1))>, ..., h(sgk,g

g,JM
k

k ,m(JM
k ))>]>,

ḡM,k =

2d(ḡk)∑
g=1

gg
k/(2d(ḡk)), and z̄M,k =

2d(ḡk)∑
g=1

z̄gk/(2d(ḡk)).

The posterior mean ĝk and covariance Ĝk are computed as

ĝk = ḡk + Kk(z̄M,k − z̃k), (14)

Ĝk = Ḡk −KkPzz,kK
>
k . (15)

Finally, from the estimated joint posterior, bk(sk) =
N (s; ŝk, Ûk) is extracted.

2) Map (7): The map PHD is updated for each c and m
[17]:

Dk(x,m|s̄ck) = Dk|k−1(x,m|s̄ck)(1− pD(x,m, s̄ck)) (16)

+
∑
z∈Zk

νc(z,x,m, s̄ck)

c(z) +
∑

m′

∫
νc(z,x′,m′, s̄ck)dx′

,

where ν(z,x,m, s̄ck) =
∑J̄c

k(m)
j=1 νj(z,x,m, s̄ck). We denote by

b(z) the index of the birth component corresponding to z.
Here, if b(z) = j,

νj(z,x,m, s̄ck) = γ̄c,jk (m)N (x; x̄c,j
k (m), P̄c,j

k (m)), (17)



otherwise,

νj(z,x,m, s̄ck) = pc,jD,k(m)γ̄c,jk (m)N (x; x̂c,j
k (m), P̂c,j

k (m))

×N (z; h(s̄ck, x̄
c,j
k (m),m),Sj

zz,k(m)). (18)

where pc,jD,k(m) is an adaptive detection probability. We use
the adaptive pc,jD,k(m) proposed in [6], which avoids problems
with misdetected targets near the edge of the sensor’s FoV;
for details refer to [6].

The updated Gaussian density N (x; x̂c,j
k (m), P̂c,j

k (m)) and
the predicted likelihood N (z; h(s̄ck, x̄

c,j
k (m),m),Sj

zz,k(m))
are calculated by the CKF [23]. Similar to (10), then, bk(Xk) is
represented by calculating the average map PHD Dk(x,m) =∑2d(sk)

c=1 w̄c
kDk(x,m|s̄ck), where w̄c

k = 1/(2d(sk)).

D. Data Association

The vehicle correction step relies on a data association
between targets and measurements. We select targets from the
PHD that satisfy γ̄jk(m) ≥ Tm. We denote by JS(m) the
number of selected targets, and denote by mj the type of the
selected component.

Next, under the assumption that the targets are sufficiently
sparse, we try to match the selected targets to the measure-
ments using ellipsoidal gating [28]. The ellipsoidal gating
distance is defined as

(djk,l)
2 = (zk,l − h(s̄e,jk , x̄e,j

k ,mj))>(Sj
k)−1

× (zk,l − h(s̄e,jk , x̄e,j
k ,mj)), (19)

where s̄e,jk and x̄e,j
k (m) are generated (similar to (8))

from N (e, ejk,E
j
k). Here, ejk = [s̄>k , (x̄

j
k)>]> and Ej

k =
blkdiag(Ūk, P̄

j
k). The innovation covariance Sj

k is calculated
by the standard CKF [23]:

Sj
k =

1

2d(ejk)

2d(ej
k)∑

e=1

z̄e,jk (z̄e,jk )> − z̄jS,k(z̄jS,k)> + Rk, (20)

where

z̄e,jk = h(s̄ek, x̄
e,j
k ,mj), and z̄jS,k = 1/(2d(ejk))

2d(ej
k)∑

e=1

z̄e,jk .

For target j, we consider all measurements inside the gate,
(djk,l)

2 < TG, where TG is a gating threshold, computed by
using the Chi-square CDF with gate probability pG and degrees
of freedom dim(z). Finally, among measurements zk,l ∈ Zk,
we associate to target j the closest measurement l?, where
l? = argminl{(d

j
k,l)

2} < TG.

V. MAP FUSION FOR MULTI-CELL SLAM

The method presented in Section IV allows local SLAM
per vehicle. In order to deal with the multi-cell multi-vehicle
scenario without performing global SLAM, we must define
how maps are managed, fused, and shared. Note that VA
map information is managed separately for each BS since
the VA is BS-specific in the map (but the reflecting surface
is not specific in the map), while SP map information can

be managed jointly. We denote by DCC
k (x,m) a PHD of the

global map at the control center. We initialize DCC
k (x,m) = 0,

for m ∈ {VA(1), ...,VA(A),SP}.

A. Uplink Transmission

Vehicle n sends following map information to the linked
BS: i) average map PHD of (16); and ii) the accumulated FoV
from at time k∗ (last uplink transmission for map fusion). The
accumulated FoV is represented as

F (n)
k (m) = {x : ∃k′ ∈ (k∗, k],max

c
{pD,k′(x,m, ŝck′)} ≥ γD},

(21)

where γD is a detection threshold (γD closed to 1). The BS
relays the D(n)

k (x,m) and F (n)
k (m) to the CC.

B. Map Fusion for Global Map

Let DCC
k|k−1(x,m) = DCC

k−1(x,m) denote the predicted
global map PHD. To handle target misdetections well, we use
the AA method [21], [22] for map fusion. The CC updates
the global map PHD by fusing the predicted global map PHD
DCC

k|k−1(x,m) with the received local map PHD D
(n)
k (x,m):

DCC
k (x,m) = βpD

CC
k|k−1(x,m) + βaD

(n)
k (x,m), (22)

where βp ≥ 0 and βa ≥ 0 are adaptive weights for the
two PHDs, representing the relative importance between them,
with βp+βa = 1. For newly detected targets, the weight in the
PHD is reduced by βa because doing so improves the handling
of false alarms. We determine βp and βa separately for each
GM component by a matching algorithm, as in [6, Sec. IV-B].

C. Downlink Transmission

The CC sends the updated global map PHD DCC
k (x,m) of

(22) back to all BSs and each BS transmits it to the vehicle.
Then, vehicle n overwrites DCC

k (x,m) to the updated local
map PHD as

D
(n)
k (x,m) = DCC

k (x,m). (23)

Maps for other vehicles are unchanged.

Fig. 2. Vehicle trajectories and map of environment consisting of two small
cells.



VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Simulation Setup

We deploy two small cells (see, Fig. 2), and we set
rSC = 200 m. Two BSs are located at [−173.2,−100, 40]> and
[173.2,−100, 40]>, with unit m, and we set rmax = 220 m.
For BS 1, two VAs are located at [−179.92,−19.43, 40]> and
[−179.92,−180.57, 40]>, and for BS 2, two VAs are located at
[179.92,−19.43, 40]> and [179.92,−180.57, 40]>. Nine SPs
are deployed near the road, and vertical location of the SP is
generated uniformly between 0 and 40 m.

We consider the following scenario for vehicle move-
ment and map fusion. We adopt the mobility model [24,
Chap. 5] for considering the vehicle movement, and set
qk = [0.5, 0.5, 0, 0.01, 0, 0, 0.5]>, with units m, m, m,
rad, m/s, rad/s, and m. The time interval ∆ is set to
0.5 s. The initial state of vehicle 1 is set to s

(1)
0 =

[−250,−100, 0; 6.21, 22.22, 0.005, 300]>, with units as the
process noise. During 50 time steps, vehicle 1 moves to left
to right as shown in Fig. 2. For vehicle 1, the proposed map
fusion routine except for downlink transmission is performed.
After vehicle 1 leaves the small cells, vehicle 2 appears at
the same initial location. Vehicle 2 has movement same as
vehicle 1, but vehicle 2 performs the full map fusion routine.
The standard deviation of initial prior f(s0) for all vehicles is
set to [3, 3, 0; 0.052, 0, 0, 3]>, with units as the process noise.

We set rk = [0.1, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01]>, with units m,
rad, rad, rad, and rad. The target is detected by the vehicle
within the target FoV6, modeled as the distance range. For
the FoV, we set rBS = rVA = 220 m and rSP = 50
m. The detection probability pD is set to 0.9. The average
of the number of clutter measurements follows the Poisson
distribution with λ = 1, and the clutter intensity is modeled
as c(z) = λ/(4rmaxπ

4) (about 1.17 × 10−5). To make our
PHD filter robust to false alarms, the birth intensity is also
set to about 1.17 × 10−5 same as the clutter intensity. For
DA, the gating probability for ellipsoidal gating pG is set to
0.99. Parameters for the pruning and merging are summarized
as follows: truncation threshold T = 10−4, merging threshold
U = 49, and maximum allowable Gaussians Jmax = 50.

For performance evaluation, the target of which weight is
larger than the target detection threshold is chosen, and we set
TVA = 0.8 and TSP = 0.6. We utilize the root mean square
error (RMSE) for measuring the accuracy of vehicle state esti-
mation, and the average of the generalized optimal subpattern
assignment (GOSPA) distance [29] for the measuring mapping
accuracy. For GOSPA distance calculation, we set the cut off
distance qc = 20, power parameter qp = 2, and qa = 2. The
results in Sec. VI-B are obtained by averaging over 10 Monte
Carlo simulations.

B. Discussions

1) Vehicle: To demonstrate the contributions of this paper,
we evaluated vehicle state estimation for two cases as follows:

6We denote rBS the BS FoV, rVA the VA FoV, rSP the SP FoV. Note that
rBS = rVA = rSC by geometric relations.
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Fig. 3. RMSE of vehicle location estimates over time steps.
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Fig. 4. Average GOSPA of the (a) SP (b) VA in small cell 1 (BS 1) (c) VA
for in small cell 2 (BS 2).

case i) the vehicle only performs local SLAM (Sec. IV); and
case ii) the vehicle performs the proposed 5G multi-cell SLAM
(which, i.e., indicates vehicle 2 in Sec. VI-A). Fig. 3 shows
the the accuracy of vehicle location estimates over time steps,



which is evaluated by the RMSE. Note that for vehicle 2, the
time axis is k − 50. In case ii), there is performance gain
compared to case i). It is clearly shown that vehicle 2, entered
the environment after k = 50, has benefit from the map built
by the vehicle 1. The RMSE increase between k = 10 and
k = 30 is due to the geometrical configuration of SPs. The
RMSEs of the heading and clock bias estimates show similar
gains (results now shown).

2) Map: Fig. 4 shows the average GOSPA for case i)
vehicle 1, case ii) vehicle 2, and the global map in the CC.
In Fig. 4a, the average GOSPA of the SP is shown. When
there is no available map information (for vehicle 1), the
GOSPA goes down as the vehicle moves in the environment.
For vehicle 2, which can exploit the the global map built by
vehicle 1, the GOSPA reduces faster and can further improve
mapping accuracy compared to vehicle 1. In Fig. 4b and 4c,
the average GOSPAs of the VA in small cell 1 and 2 are
shown, respectively. As the SP GOSPA, for vehicle 1, the VA
GOSPAs go down as the vehicle moves in the environment.
For vehicle 2, the GOSPA also reduces faster and also has the
mapping gain compared to vehicle 1. There are slight or no
performance gains for the global map, however the mapping
accuracy is maintained when the linked BS to the vehicle
changes, which is the one of aforementioned challenges of
the multi-cell scenario.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a novel joint CKF-PHD filter and map fu-
sion routine for 5G multi-cell SLAM. The method combines
principles from random finite set theory and message passing
on factor graphs, and was demonstrated in a 2-cell scenario.
Performance gains in both vehicle localization accuracy and
mapping accuracy were observed from inter-vehicle cooper-
ation through map sharing with a control center. While the
proposed filter does not capture dependencies between vehicle
trajectory and the map, it has far lower complexity than a full
RBPF.
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